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INTRODUCTION
 
In January of 1975 work was started at Georgia Tech on a project
 
aimed at gaining a better understanding of the various design parameters
 
which affect steady state and transient operation of cryogenic heat
 
pipes. This report briefly describes the progress made on the project
 
during the period January through December of 1975. Financial support
 
has come from NASA under grant NSG-2054 and the work has been monitored
 
by Jack Kirkpatrick of Ames Research Center and Stan Ollendorf of
 
Goddard Space Flight Center. One M.S. thesis (reference 1) which is
 
directly related'to the project was published in June of 1975 and a
 
second thesis in the area is currently being prepared and should be
 
published about July 1976. It is anticipated that several papers will
 
be published in recognized technical journals over the next few years
 
as a result of the work.
 
Heat Pipe Under Study
 
A 304 stainless steel heat pipe with slab type capillary structure
 
and nitrogen as the working fluid was studied in the temperature range
 
of 600K to 1200K. The pipe is 1.27 cm in outside diameter and 9.14 cm
 
in total length. Figures 1 and 2 show geometry of the pipe and the
 
configuration of the capillary structure. In the transient studies,
 
described in detail in this report, saddles are included at evaporator
 
and condenser ends and a radiator is included at the condenser end.
 
Summary of Results to Date
 
The work performed under the grant is divided into two main areas.
 
The first area includes development of accurate steady state equations
 
for predicting capillary limitations and development of equations for
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Figure 2. Close-Up of Composite :Slab and (Circumfferenti,,al Wick 
at Heat Transfer Section 
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predicting thermal resistances. Extensive computer surveys were run
 
using the equations developed and it was found that a heat pipe of the
 
type described above could transfer as much as 30 to 40 watts with an
 
overall temperature drop of a few degrees Kelvin. The second area of
 
study was the transient operation of cryogenic heat pipes. The problem
 
was first studied with the aid of an analog computer and currently a
 
digital computer approach is being pursued. Results of the analog
 
work, which is limited to small transients and does not account for
 
fluid dynamics, show the effects of small step temperature changes and
 
the effects of fast and slow sine wave variations of small amplitude
 
on heat pipe operating parameters. The digital program now under
 
development will be much more powerful in that large transients, even
 
including the case of start-up from the supercritical state, can be
 
studied. At present a simplified model, .which does not include fluid
 
dynamic effects, is being successfully examined on a digital computer.
 
The next step is to incorporate fluid dynamic effects.
 
Future Plans
 
The main theoretical effort is now being directed towards making
 
the transient model, which is being examined on a digital computer, more
 
realistic and more flexible. It is expected that this work will require
 
another six months assuming that current levels of effort are maintained.
 
Some effort is now being directed to planning some low temperature
 
heat pipe experiments which could be used to generate data for verifying
 
and modifying both steady state and transient models. In the near term
 
the experiments would be carried out in a laboratory on earth. Also
 
some initial thought has been given to the idea of a space experiment.
 
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration currently is designing
 
a "Long Duration Exposure Facility" and a "Sky Lab" either of which 
would be ideal for this type of space experiment.
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RESULTS TO DATE
 
During Calendar 1975 significant progress has been made both in
 
the steady state and transient parts of the work. Computer programs
 
are now on hand for predicting capillary limitations, and steady state
 
thermal resistances for slab type cryogenic heat pipes. An analog
 
scheme has been developed which handles small transients and work is
 
progressing on a much more powerful digital solution scheme which will
 
be able to handle large transients including startup from the super­
critical region. Each of these steady state and transient approaches
 
will be discussed in detail.
 
Steady State Thermal Resistances
 
In the typical design of a heat pipe, little attention is given to
 
predicting thermal resistances. This is the case because accurate pre­
dictions are extremely difficult in most systems. It is not ,uhcommon
 
to underestimate overall heat pipe temperature drops by an order of
 
magnitude.
 
In the present analysis resistances are considered in the pipe
 
wall at the condenser and evaporator, in the layers of capillary material
 
around the circumference of the evaporator and condenser surfaces, in
 
the fluid gaps between layers of capillary material, at liquid vapor
 
interfaces, and in the vapor region. In addition it has been assumed
 
that the circumferential portion of the capillary structure partially
 
drys as heat transfer is increased towards the capillary limitation.
 
This problem is discussed in detail in references 2 through 5. Results
 
of several studies, see reference 2, suggest that in long heat pipes
 
part of the condenser surface may not be active at relatively low heat
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transfer rates. This effect has been considered in developing a thermal
 
resistance model at the condenser end.
 
The following nomenclature is used in computing thermal resistances.
 
df distance between centers of screen filaments
 
ge conversion factor
 
hfg enthalpy of vaporization of N2
 
kf 	 conductivity of stainless steel screen filaments or of the
 
stainless steel pipe
 
kz conductivity of liquid nitrogen
 
k conductivity of stainless steel pipe
p
 
kw conductivity of the liquid filled screen portion of the wick 
Ya axial lengthax 
£ 	 active condenser length
ca
 
Zcd length of condenser at design conditions
 
£E length of evaporator section
 
keff effective length of vapor path
 
N number of screen layers
 
Pv vapor pressure
 
Q heat transfer rate
 
QMAX capillary limitation
 
R ideal gas constant
 
rA outer radius of pipe wall
 
r B inner radius of pipe wall
 
inner radius of wick
 
rCHD hydraulic radius of complete wick structure
 
rf distance between centers of screen filaments
 
RIC resistance of interface at condenser
 
rC 
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RIE resistance of liquid vapor interface at evaporator 
RPC resistance of pipe wall at condenser 
RPE resistance of pipe wall at evaporator 
RTOT total resistance 
RV resistance of vapor 
RWC resistance of wick at condenser 
RWE resistance of wick at evaporator 
Tc temperature of outer surface of pipe at condenser 
TE temperature of outer surface of pipe at evaporator 
TLI temperature of liquid at the liquid vapor interface 
TpcI temperature of inner surface of pipe at condenser 
TpEI temperature of inner surface of pipe at evaporator 
TV vapor temperature
 
WT wall thickness of pipe
 
0 thickness of liquid layers between screen layers
 
AT -TE TC
 
viscosity of vapor
Pv 

p£ density of liquid 
Pv density of vapor 
6 angle within each quadrant over which liquid is present in 
the wick at the evaporator 
6T thickness of central slab 
The equations developed for computing resistances are given in the
 
following list.
 
The resistance of circumferential layers of capillary structure and
 
working fluid gaps is (see Figure "3) 
9 
Tube Wall
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Figure 3. Capillary Structure
 
10 
N N-I
 
RV ) R n+)5 R,n1)
 
nl n=l
 
-
(n-l)8
 
n B - (n-)4rf

rB -n4rf - (n-i) ( 
n 2i k £ 
w ax
 
r B - n4rf - (n-l)8
 
n 
­ n4r 
­ n8 
Rn,zR 27r kzax (3) 
Dry out of the evaporator surface is accounted for by (see Figure 4)
 
7r 
2 + (4)
 
QMAX
 
Assume that the active condenser length is £ca =cd Q
 
ca QMAX
 
The wick resistance at the condenser then becomes
 
N N-I
 
RC => Rn + Rni (5)
 
4rf - (n-l)0
(n-l)
Pn rB -
Rn 2u kw ked(6
 Q r - 4nrf - (n-)$
 
(n-1)QMAX rB - 4nrf 
Q n rB - 4nrf -n( 
RnZ 2r k9 "cd (7) 
The wick resistance at the evaporator is
 
R + Q] Rn + N Rn (8) 
OF THM
.LR0D~j~UOfIT
OIGNATjL PAGE IS POOR 
rB - (n-i) 4rf- (n-)0
 
n rB - 4n rf - (n-l)$
 
Rn 
 27T k E9 
rB - 4nrf - (n-l)0
 
rB - 4nr - n(
 
n, k 27 kP £E
 
The effective thermal conductivity of the fluid-metal combination in a
 
typical single layer is (reference 2)
 
kwrk d
k = f ,kf 2rf_11 

w d9 2. d
 
(k 2 

2rf T) + 

df , 2rf) 
df -2rf ]
 
1
 
d f - 2rf +
 
The resistance of the pipe wall in the condenser and evaporator sections is
 
kn rA
 
RP QMAX rB (12)C Q 2Tr kf 9cd 
rAYn 
=
R 2irk1r+ (13)1E QMAX 2ff kf "E (3 
The interfacial resistances at condenser and evaporator ends is approx­
imated as 
12 
F Dryout 
Figure 4. Dryout Angles
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" I Q. (2ir)1/2 R 3 /2 TLI5/2(14)
IC Q 4 rc £cd pv hfgz gc1/2 
IRIE = 1 + (27)l/2R3/2 T11 5/2 (15)
 
pv hfg 2 gcl/2
4l r zE 

The resistance of the vapor is computed by assuming fully developed
 
laminar flow and accounting for the obstruction presented by the slab
 
with a hydraulic diameter.
 
8 1v Ref TV v Pg
RV veff ( (16)
 
pv hfg2 0rc
2

'- rc2 - r S
T 
cHD 2w r C - 26T+4r (17) 
Hare (reference 1) has developed equations, based on National Bureau
 
of Standards data, which give nitrogen properties and stainless steel
 
properties in the temperature range of 60cK to 1250K.
 
Vapor Pressure [lbf/ft2 ]
 
3
Pv= 1.71041 x 10-6 (T)5 - 1.20901 x 10- (T)4 + 3.71275 x 10-1 (T)3
 
(18)

-5.70868 x 10(T)2 + 4.28513 x 103 (T) - 1.25125 x 105 

Density of Liquid and Vapor [lb /ft3]
 
13 
p = - 5.8917 x 10- (T)7 + 4.50297 x 10-10 (T)6 - 1.15298 x 10-7 (T)5
 
- 3 3 -I 2
+ 4.95327 x 10-6 (T)4 + 2.9749 x 10 (T) - 5.98552 x 10 (T)

(19)
 
+ 4.54425 x 10 (T) - 1.21455 x 103
 
14 
8 
p = 1.39324 x 10- 13 (T)7 - 1.042325 x 10-10 (T)6 + 2.638736 x 10- (T)5 
- 4 ­
- 1.14015 x 10 6 (T)4 - 6.78395 x 10- (T)3 + 1.385389 x i0 1 (T)2­
(20)
 
- 1.07628 x 10 (T) + 3.10045 x 102 
Viscosity of Vapor and Liquid [(lbf - sec)/ft2]
 
5
 
pv =8.55910 x 10-21 (T)7 - 6.55918 x 10
- 18 (T)6 + 1.70105 x 10-15 (T)

- 14 4 - ­
- 8.08553 x 10 (T) - 4.27309 x 10 (T)' + 8.90377 x 10 9 (T)2 
- 7 - 5 (21)
- 6.94007 x 10 (T)+ 1.99577 x i0
3

= 4.48282 x 10-14 (T)4 + 2.34251 x 10-II (T) (22) 
9 8 - 5 
- 3.55312 x 10- (T)2 + 3.14221 x 10- (T) + 2.16226 x 10 
Btu 
Thermal Conductivity of Liquid Nitrogen L hr ft ,R 
35 - 9
kP 1.0970566 x 10-11 (T) - 9.2427627 x 10 (T)4 + 3.090593 x 10-6 (T)
(23) 
- 5.1457532 x 10-4 (T)2 + 4.2210737 x 10-2 (T) - 1.26105 
Heat of Vaporization [Btu/lbm 
- 5 4
 hfg - 4.11334 x 10- 11 (T)6 + 2.0908 x 10 8 (T) - 1.43119 x 10-6 (T)

-3 2 

- 1.03235 x 0 (T)3 + 2.61594 x 10-1 (T) - 2.40246 x 10 (T) 
(24)
 
+ 8.89614 x 102
 
Surface Tension [lbf/ftl
 
-
4 -9 

a= 6.70239 x 10 12 (T) - 4.60497 x 10 (T)3 + 1.19096 x 10-6 (T)2
 
-4 - (25)

- 1.44813 x 10 (T)+ 7.58324 x 10 3 
Ratio of Specific Heats of Nitrogen 
- 2 -4k = 1.572403 x 10 6 (T) - 8.6844907 x 10 (T) + 1.52913275 (26)
 
Thermal Conductivity of Stainless Steel [Btu/ft hr OR]
 
kf = - 4.02016 x 10- 5 (T)2 + 3.20878 x 10-2 (T) + 1.30266 (27)
 
where T = temperature in degrees Rankine.
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For any heat pipe of specific structure there are four primary
 
variables directly related to the thermal properties of the heat pipe.
 
These are TE' TC, TV, and Q. Among these four variables any two are
 
independent while the other two are dependent.
 
The present numerical procedure involves first specifying Q and
 
TC and then making use of the fundamental relationship of temperature,
 
resistance, and heat transfer rate to calculate temperatures at several
 
locations along the path of heat flow and to calculate the thermal
 
resistance of the various sections of the heat pipe. 
The temperatures
 
calculated are only approximate since the simple resistance equation
 
AT
 
R
 
is based on the assumption of constant conductivity across the heat
 
flow path betweeh the two locations at which the temperatures are
 
known. This approximation should not lead to appreciable errors since
 
the length of each heat flow path considered is small and consequently
 
the value of AT is small.
 
The equations which results from applying this method cannot be
 
solved analytically because of the presence of high order terms, so
 
an iterative solution is necessary. The iteration process used in this
 
analysis converges rapidly on the solution, partly as a result of
 
knowing the range in which the solution lies, so that the computer
 
time required for this portion of the numerical analysis is not large.
 
The iterative procedure converged on the solution to an accuracy of 4
 
decimal places in an average of only 2 iterations.
 
An outline of the numerical procedure is now given
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I. Specify Q and TC
 
(Q will vary from 10 Watts to 30 Watts)
 
(TC will range from 600K to 1250K)
 
Approximation: TLI a TV
 
This is an excellent approximation since the resistance of the
 
liquid-vapor interface is extremely small. (RI is typically
 
about 0.0001 0K/Watt)
 
The properties of each section will be evaluated at a temperature
 
which is the mean of the temperature of the boundaries of the section.
 
Algebraic manipulation of the equation Q = (TpcI - TC)/RPC yields
 
a- + 4 	 + 2 -- + -T 2 2 PCcT + a3 
r 2i 22Q2X 
+ - a'S-TC - a2-Tc2 a+Tc n r = 0 (28) 
27kcd rB
 
where , = - 4.02016 x 10- 5 a2 = 3.20878 x 10-2 a = 1.30266 
II. Solve equation 28 for TPC
 
.
 
III. Assume a value for TV and compute T' = (T + TpcI)/2.V 

IV. Compute kY from equation 23 for T = V. 
V. Compute kf from equation 27 for T = V. 
VI. Compute k from equation 11.
 
wN
 
VII. 	Compute E R from equation 6.
 
n1 n
 
N-l
 
VIII. 	Compute > Rn, from equation 7. 
n=1 
IX. Solve Equation 29 for TV using linear interpolation method,
 
repeating steps IV, V, AND VI.
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X. 

XI. 

XII. 

XIII. 

XIV. 

XV. 

XVI. 

XVII. 

XVIII. 

Tv - Tp
 
N ­
-1 = 0N N-1	 (29) 
QZ Rn + QZ Rn~
n1l 	 n1l
 
Compute 'C from equation 5.
 
Take T' =[TPEI + TV]/ 2
 
Compute k from equation 23 at T'.
 
Compute kf from equation 27 at T.
 
Compute kf from equation 27 at T'.
 
Assume values of TPEI and determine TPEI using iteration, repeating 
steps-XI through XIV and using equation 30.
 
TpE -T v
 
-N--	 = 0Q 1AXIIE n+ ; R 1 	 (30) 
Compute RWE-from equation 8.
 
Solve equation 31 for TE
 -

Substituting metal conductivity equation into Q = (TE - TPEI)/RPE gives 
2
Ti +( +Pi + 'i x+ 2 )Ta-1 E3 + -a'- TpE + a-- TpE + a2 TE2 
TTT4PEI 2 PEI 
 + 	TEI a
 
+-2-XPEI - - PEI + 4- TPEI 2- TPEI 3 E (31)
+a 2 	 1 2 + E+a2 	 T)
 
rA
 Q kn ­
+ 	 i T3E -2 T2 a T3 B 0 
4 2 TPEI 3 TpEI 46 AE 
Compute k from equation 27.
 
RI2RODUCIBILITY OF T 
PAGE [8 POORORIGINAL 
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XIX. 	 Compute RPE from equation 13.
 
XX. Compute hfg from equation 24 at T = Tv
 
XXI. 	 Compute pv from equation 18 at T = TV 
XXII. 	Compute RIC from equation 14 at T = TV 
XXIII. Compute RIE from equation 15.
 
XXIV. 	 Let keff = 3.0 ft - kE/2 - (kcd /2 )9/QMAx 
XXV. 	Compute pv from equation 21.
 
XXVI. 	Compute pv from equation 18.
 
XXVII. 	Compute p from equation 19.
 
XXVIII. Compute RV from equation 16.
 
+XXIX. 	 Compute RTOT = E RWE + RIE+ RV + RIC RWC +RC and
 
alternate equation 'TOT =(TE- Tc)/Q.
 
The complete computer program is given in Appendix A.
 
The effects on thermal resistance of changing the size of liquid
 
gaps, wall thickness, mesh size, and number of circumferential layers
 
of capillary structure has been examined on the computer for a nitrogen
 
heat pipe. Table I shows some of the geometries studied. Figures 5
 
through 	21 show how temperature difference and resistance change with
 
changes 	in operating temperature and heat flux for the cases described
 
in Table I.'
 
Several figures related to Cases I and 6 are included to show
 
order of magnitudes for resistances for these two extreme cases. Only
 
one plot is given for each of the other cases. It is interesting to
 
note that overall temperature difference may increase or decrease with
 
increasing vapor temperature at constant heat flux. For example in
 
Case 1 the heat pipe temperature difference increases as the vapor
 
temperature increases while just the opposite is true in Case 6.
 
Wall Filament Distance Between Number of Thickness of
 
Case # Thickness(mm) Mesh Size Radius(nm) Filament Centers Screen Layers Fluid Layers(mm)
 
1 1.0150 400 0.0155 0.06919 2 0.03048
 
2 0.3968 400 0.0155 0.06919 2 0.03048
 
3 2.0300 400 0.0155 0.06919 2 0.03048
 
4 1.0150 250 0.0241 0.1198 2 0.03048
 
5 1.0150 100 0.0815 0.2937 2 0.03048
 
6 1.0150 400 0.0155 0.06919 1 --­
7 1.0150 400 0.0155 0.06919 3 0.03048
 
8 1.0150 400 0.0155 0.06919 2 0.01524
 
9 1.0150 400 0.0155 0.06919 2 0.06096
 
Table I. Values of Parameters for Cases Considered in This Study
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The reason for these different trends is that the thermal conductivity
 
of liquid nitrogen decreases with increasing temperature while the
 
conductivity of stainless steel increases with increase in temperature.
 
In Case 1 the conductivity of the metal controls the effective conduc­
tivity of the fluid metal combination whereas in Case 6, the liquid
 
nitrogen controls the effective conductivity of the combination.
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Capillary Limitations
 
Writing momentum, energy and continuity equations for steady operation
 
of the model heat pipe at capillary limited heat transfer and making the
 
standard simplying assumptions the following equation is obtained.
 
QCL 2N/rp (32) 
Rkiff + KcL( pL £ ff - 4cc + 811+ LPvv 4 
b6ST 4nC60 \ I 7TPL PVrV 
where
 
QCL = Capillary limited heat transfer rate
 
N = chfg PL = "Heat Pipe Number"
 
lIL
 
a = surface tension of liquid
 
hfg= heat'of vaporization
 
L= liquid density
 
L= liquid dynamic viscosity
 
r = pore radius at evaporator surface
 
P
 
6
T
 
K= n = effective inverse permeability for slab 
nA + B B based on approach velocity. 
KA 
6 = total thickness of slab 
nA number of layers of fine mesh in slab
 
nA = number of layers of coarse mesh in slab
 
6A = thickness of a single layer of material A
 
a = thickness of a single layer of material B
 
K = inverse permeability for material A based on approach velocity 
"B= inverse permeability for material B based on approach velocity 
zeff = effective length of liquid path in slab
 
b = width of slab
 
K = inverse permeability for material at evaporator and
 
condenser surfaces based on approach velocity
 
L = average distance traveled by liquid in circumferential
 
capillary structure at evaporator or condenser (approxi­
mately 450 arc)
 
n = number of layers of capillary material on circumference
 
= thickness of a single layer of material C
 
C 
c 
£ = axial length of evaporator section
e 
£ = axial length condenser section
e 
PV = dynamic viscosity of vapor
 
PV = density of vapor
 
rV = hydraulic radius of vapor space
 
Approximately one hundred different capillary arrangements were
 
studied in order to determine capillary limitations. Table II shows
 
geometric parameters for six of the combinations examined. Capillary
 
limitations as a function of vapor temperature are shown in Figure 22
 
for each of the combinations listed in Table II.
 
Transient Analog Computer Studies
 
A rather simplified transient model of a cryogenic slab type heat
 
pipe with radiator connected is shown in Figure 23. Due to limited
 
analog computer capacity relatively few nodes werg used. The equations
 
writien for this model are:
 
2 £ k p c V dT 
Qe e p (T - TI) + p2---p e (33)
e in (rA/rB) e 1 2 d
 
Table II. Description of Composite Wick Systems Considered in this Study
 
Total Thickness 
Wick Screen Mesh Size Number of Layers Screen Thickness - m of Slab - m 
Co m p o s i t i o n n S Z 1 0 4 Y 1 0 a X 1 0 4 6 + n 
Number A B C nA 'B C Xl0 Sxl0 Cxl0 T=n6 + nB B 
1 250 100 250 2 8 1 0.867 0.314 0.866 2.68
 
2 400 50 400 2 5 1 0.744 0.448 0.744 2.39
 
400 30 400 2 4 1 0.744 0.622 0.744 2.64
 
4 400 30 400 4 5 2 0.744 0.622 0.744 3.41
 
2 

Wick Wire Diameter Pore Radius Inverse Permeability-i/m Effective Permeability - I/m 
2
 
Composition "C" Layer "C" Layer -7
Number+ 7)9xni0
 
m x 104 -7
Number m x 104 KAx10-9 KxlO KCx10-9 = AA + BB x 1 
1 0.482 0.359 58.4 2,610 58.4 2,716
 
2 0.311 0.191 163 195 163 207
 
3 0.311 0.191 163 63.5 163 67.3
 
4 0.311 0.191 163 63.5 163 69.6
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4u ze kdT1 
dO [ppCpeVp wcweVp In (rA/rB) (Te T1) 
(34) 
4wr R ke w - T
 
S[PCpe Vp + pwcwVw in (rB/r) yTap 1 
dT 4w k k 
vap w e (T
 
do [pwweVw +p wcwcVw + 2maca ] in (rB/r) TI Tvap
 
(35)
 
4q k k
 
+ [pcwV + pc w VC+ 2ma ] in (r3/r) (T2 Tvap)
 
dT 2 4w k k. 
dO [ppcPC Vp +p w Vw] In (r/r) yTvap 2 
(36)
 
4u kk
 
+p c (T T
 Pwwcw ] (A/rB) C[pacPppcpVP+ p c CVWln (r A/r c 
dT -4w k kC (T -rT+a 47 r k c. -(T) (37)d ~P 
c pPC Vp
dO PcPCV ln(rA/rB ) (2 pa p RC r c 
dTr = ra c ( ) r T 4 + (38)
 
dO m c Tc Tr m C r m C
 
r r r r rr r
 
Limiter
 
In (rB/rC)
 
I _vap 2w k £

T T )< 1QCL 

w e
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where
 
A = area of radiator
r 
Ca = effective specific heat of adiabatic section and slab 
c
'P= specific heat of pipe material
 
cr = specific heat of radiator
 
m = mass of adiabatic section and slab
 
a 
m = mass of radiator 
Qe = heat flux into evaporator 
Qspace = heat flux into radiator 
Qr = net heat flux from radiator 
R = contact resistance between node c and node r
C 
T = temperature node e
 
e 
T1 = temperature node 1
 
T =temperature node yap
 
yap
 
T2 = temperature node 2
 
T = temperature node c
C 
T	r = temperature node r 
V = volume of pipe material in evaporatorep
 
V = volume of pipe material in condensor
cp 
V = volume of wick material in evaporator 
ew 
V = volume of wick material in condensor 
cw 
6 = emmissivity of radiator 
pp = density of pipe material 
p = effective density of wick and working fluid 
a 	= Stefan-Boltzman constant 
A = time 
45 
The limiter equation allows one to include the capillary limitation
 
in computations.
 
Figure 24 shows a schematic of the analog computer circuit. Note
 
that inclusion of the radiator introduces non-linear terms in the
 
equation. However, these non-linear terms have thus far caused no
 
difficulties in the computations.
 
Figures 25, 26, and 27 show sample results of some computations 
performed for a nitrogen heat pipe of configuration. Figure 25 shows 
performance for a step change of 50K in the evaporator temperature. 
Notice that heat transfer at the hot end (Q ) is limited for some time 
due to capillary limitations. The system has essentially stabilized 
after 60 seconds. Figure 26 shows how all parameters vary for a rela­
tively fast sine wave. Notice that the capillary limitation considerably 
affects heat transfer through the evaporator. As expected, the compu­
tations indicate progressively smaller oscillations in temperature as 
one moves away from the evaporator and finally the radiator increases
 
with time but oscillates very little. There is a considerable phase
 
shift between oscillations in different temperatures. Figure 27 shows
 
the system changes for a relatively slow variation in evaporator
 
temperature. Evaporator heat transfer is again limited by capillary
 
restrictions. The amplitude of temperature oscillations tends to be
 
more uniform throughout the pipe than in the case where fast oscillations
 
were considered. There are large phase shifts.
 
Transient Digital Computer Studies
 
The analog computer program described above is limited to small
 
transients and thus is of limited use. For this reason a digital computer
 
program is now being developed to handle transient computations. The
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new approach will allow predictions to be made for various start-up
 
situations including start-up from the supercritical state.
 
The digital work is now in the early stages of development.
 
Fluid dynamic affects have not yet been incorporated. However, it is
 
anticipated that these important affects can be readily included at
 
the appropriate stage.
 
In the preliminary model now being studied several assumptions
 
are made. (See Figure 28)
 
Evaporator sadle: lumped mass, contact resistance to pipe wall, 
known heat input or fixed temperature. 
Wall: nodes in r and 0 directions, contact resistance 
to wick.
 
Wick: 	 dryout circumferentially as f(Q) innermost layer
 
of nodes at same temperature as vapor.
 
Vapor: 	 lumped system, includes mass of slab, linear
 
temperature drop along tube.
 
Adiabatic section
 
and condenser: 	 nodes in r,z directions, nodes become active as
 
f(Q), innermost node of wick at same temperature
 
as vapor.
 
Wick: 	 contact resistance to pipe wall.
 
Wall: 	 contact resistance to radiator.
 
Radiator: 	 lumped mass with known heat input or fixed temperature.
 
Axial conduction: 	 evaporator temperatures averaged for boundary
 
condition in adiabatic section, weighted fraction
 
of total heat transfer in axial direction subtracted
 
from each evaporator node.
 
Figure 28. Heat Pipe Model
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Thermal properties: constant at the temperature of the last time step.
 
The nomenclature used in the digital approach is:
 
A area of radiator
 
cR specific heat of radiator
 
c specific heat of saddle
s 
c specific heat of vapor and slab
 
k thermal conductivity of wickw 
Pt length of adiabatic and condenser section
c 
P length of evaporator
e 
mR mass of radiator
 
m mass of saddle
s 
m v mass of vapor and slab
 
NIE number radial nodes in evaporator
 
NJE" number circumferential nodes in evaporator
 
NIC number radial nodes in condenser
 
NJC number axial nodes in condenser
 
QIR heat-input to radiator from space
 
QIs heat input to saddle
 
R contact resistance pipe to saddle or radiator
c 
rI inside radius of pipe
 
r. radius at node i
1 
r outside radius of pipe 
T n temperature of condenser node i,j at time step n c,.
 
1
 
T n evaporator node temperature at i,j

E..
 
1,3 
TR radiator temperature
 
T saddle temperatures 
53 
T vapor temperaturev 
a thermal diffusivity of pipe wall
 
Ax 1/NI In(ro/r I) (see coordinate transformation)
 
Ay 2n/NJE (circumferential node width)
 
Az £ c/NJC (axial node width)
 
A6 time increment
 
s emissivity of radiator
 
* Stefan-Boltzman constant
 
It is convenient to transform from cylindrical to rectangular coordinates.
 
In cylindrical coordinates 72T is
 
32T 1 3T +1 2T + 2T
 
3r r + 7-- +
 
Make the-following substitutions (See Figure 29).
 
x-= ln r/r
c
 
z=z
Z = Z 
thus
 
3T DT dx + -Ty 1 DT
 
8r Txdr 3P dr r Dx
 
@2T a liT @2T 1 1 DT@r-T= f x) 2 2T7 x- - ­
@2T 32 T 
@2T 22T
9z- 5z
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Substitution into 72T
 
1 32T 1 DT 1 3T 1 DT 32z
 
S-- - TX + r2 + 72_ 2 + =3z
 
or
 
2T
1 2T+ 1 32T + 

2xZ + 	 72 -z 3z 
Figure 30 	shows the transformed computer grid for each of the vari­
ous regions. The computational procedure for each time step
 
AO(n -> n+l) is: 1) Explicit Balance on T5 
n+l QIE 	Ae 2A8w r oe NJE n
 
s m 	e (NJE)(m s)(cs)(R) (TE. s s 
S s c j=l 2, 
2) Explicit Balance on Vapor
 
NJE
 
n+l 2A6 k ke u Ns (T n n
 
T Ax mvc v NJE T NJE-T,j ­
~ j=1
 
w NJC
£
2A6 k 

- (Tn T n) + T + W c 	 n 
xmc NJC E NJC-lj v v 
3) Explicit Balance on Radiator
 
T n+1 2A6 A r r0 NJC(n n
 
R cRNJc c.
R
MR R c J=l 1,3 
(TR4 
 + QIRA 
 + n 
MRcR R TRcR TR 
4) Alternating direction implicit evaluation of evaporator grid. 
(developed next page); and 
5) Alternating direction implicit evaluation of condenser grid. 
(similar to 4) 
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As an example of the implicit equations used, consider an interior
 
evaporator node for an i sweep.
 
n
2 Tn+ 1/
2 
-T 

r.
 
. E.. i, j 1 n+i/2 + T n+1/2 2T n+i/ 
1 (T n 1+ T n - 2T12 
ST , j-1 j+l ,j j+T i 
,.. "J n 2a
 
n T
 
TBE NJ B
 
n 
j=)ZTE 
The equation can be rewritten as
 
+ ( r 2A ) (T n+/2) e2 (T n+1/2) 
A0 T + T n +1 - AO T n 
22(Ay) El+ 1 Eij_ - (Ay , E j 
r 2 )( TA,, NJE 
j=l c'I 
References 6 through 9 have been utilized extensively in developing
 
the approach described above.
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CONCLUSIONS
 
The primary general goal of this project was to develop techniques
 
for predicting transient operation of cryogenic heat pipes. In particular
 
the work was aimed towards development of schemes for predicting start up
 
from various initial conditions such as those encountered in the super­
critical regime. In accomplishing these goals it was necessary to first
 
study steady state operation. The steady state work included prediction
 
of performance limitations and thermal resistances. The transient part
 
of the project has been divided into two areas: subcritical operation
 
and supercritical operation.
 
During calendar 1975 the steady state part of the program was essentially
 
completed and some results of computations are included in this report.
 
The development Qf schemes for predicting transient operation is pro­
gressing well at this time and some preliminary results are included herein.
 
It.is significant to note that several graduate and undergraduate
 
students have received valuable training while performing tasks under
 
this grant. One M.S. thesis, directly related to the project, was pub­
lished during 1975 and it is expected that another one will be completed
 
about July 1976.
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APPENDIX
 
THERMAL RESISTANCE PROGRAM
 
HpRgGFmWQ PAGE BLANK NOT FILM 
7 PROGRAM MAIN 714/74 OPT=l FTN 4.4+R401 
PROGRAM MAIN(INPIJTf)tITPLITTAPF5=]NPUTTAPE6=OIJTPIJT) 
C 
C 
C THERMAL ANALYSIS OF A CRYOGENIC HEAT PIPE 
C 
c WRITTEN RY DAVTD RUIS 10/29/75 
C 
C 
C ONTTs OF INPUr Q(IANTITIES ARE AS FOLLOWS ---
C TFMPFRATURE R Q --- BTU/HR LENGtH --- FT 
C 
DTMFNSTnN AYTV(?t)3),AYDT(?03),AY(4(203),AYRTGT(203),AYRPE(2(li), 
CAYRW (203),AYRTE(20-i),AYRV(?03),AYRIC(203),AYRWC(203),AYRPC(?03), 
CAYTC(?03) 
DTMFNSION IR(512) 
D114FNSInN TV5(203),RT5(20 )pRPE9(201 ),RWE9(203),RTE5(?03),RV5(203) 
CPIC9(?0i),RwC5(203),RPC5(20i) 
DIMFNSION rVI(203),TVII(203),RTI(20;),RTII(205),RWEI(?03), 
CRWEII(203),RwCl(203),RWCII(203) 
RFAL NKWKFKL 
REAL LCAI-EMtIVLFFFLCDI-ASTT 
INTEGER CnUNTCT 
INTEGFR iYM 
Kw(TZV)=KI(TZV)/((DF/(?.O*RF))*(2.0*(KL(IZV)/KF(TZV))+I)F/(?.G*RF) 
C-2.0))+?.O*KL(T7V)/((DF/(2.0*RF))*((Kl.(TZV)/KF(TZV))*((?.O*fF)/ 
C(DF-P.O*RF)+I.O)))+Kt.(TIV)/(2.OkRF/([)F-2.0*RF)+I.O)**2.0 
KF(TYV)=-4.0?016E-5*TYV**2.0+3.2OR78E-P*FYV+1.3(12(16 
F(JNC 3(1)TVI)TAV)=(f)TV-TPCI)/((IJMAX/(2.0*PI*KW(l)TAV)*LCI)))*SIJMA 
C+(OMAX/(?.O*PT*KL(F)TAV)*LCI)))*SIJMII)-i.0 
KL(TXV)=1.097o )6t)E-11*TXV**r .O-q.214?7627F-9*7)(V**14.0 
C+5.090L)c?3F 6*IXV**i.O-').ltl5751?F-4*TYV**2.0+4.221071/E-2*TXV 
C-1.2610S 
F[INCC(OTPFIDTAV)=((DTPFT-TV)/(,(Pl/(?:O*THFTA))*((1.0/(2.0*PT 
C*KW(DTAV)*LE))*S(IMA+(I.O/(2.0*PT*KL(r)2TAV)*LE))*SIIMB)))-f) 
C2.0+(tAI*IC*TC/fj.()+A2*TC/2.0+-A-i-Al*TC*TC/?.O-A?*TC/2.0)*TI-AI*TF. 
C**3.0/11.0-A2*TC*TC/?.O-A *TC-((4MAX/(2.0*PI*LCD))*ALOr(RAJRB) 
FIINCI)(I)l E)=( A i /11.0)*DTE**3.0+((- AI /4.0)*TPE I+( A1 /?.0) *TPFT +A?/?. 0) 
C*DTF*DTF+((-Al/?.O)*TPET*TPEI-(A2/2.0)*TPFI+(Al/4.0)*TPEI*IP I 
C+(AP/2.0)*TP '1+43)*[)TE+((-AI/0.0)*TPEI**3.0-(A?/2.0)*TPEI*TPFI 
C-A3*TP I-Q*ALflf',(RA/RF3)/C4.0*THETA*LE)) 
CALL PLnis(TB,51?,Q,00) 
CALL PLOTMX(348.()) 
CALL PUIT(3.012.01-3) 
XP*12.0 
DO 400 L=6,6 
GATE=O.n 
S YM= 0 
WRTTF(6,3 33) 
RE40(5,7111)WTRFJ)FNRFTA 
7111 FORMAT(T7,FI2.ATIC),Fl?.ST31,Fl?.8,Ttl3,F5.lT/48,Fl?.g) 
WRITE(6,72?2)L 
7222 FnRMAT(T70,"CASF *",T77,T2) 
WRITE(6,7777) 
NRTTF(6,72?q) 
7229 F(IR 'AT(TS5,"NT",T5O,"PF",T65,"DF",T77,"N",TR7,"RETAO) 
WR I TF (6, 7?30) WT , RE, DFN, BE TA 
REPRODUCIBILaY OF.THE 
6RIGINAL PAG4 IS POOR 
7 PROGRAM MAIN 74/7J OPT=I 	 FIN 4.4+R401 

7230 	 FORMAT(T30,FIP.a,T45,F12.8,TbO,FI?.8,T75,FS.I,TA,FI2.8)
 
WRITE(b,7777)
 
SLABTH=8.OE-3
 
LEzO.5
 
LCflt.0
 
RA:0.04167
 
0=102.i9
 
QMAX=102.39
 
DO=-b .826
 
PT=3 .11S9
 
Al:-4.02016E-S
 
A2=.20R78E-2
 
A1=1 .	 0266 
rCINC=O.5793969A5
 
RR=RA-WT
 
RCrR.49,0*RF*N-RFTA*(N-I.0)
 
RCHD:(PI*RC*RC-?.O*RC*SLATH)/(.O*PI*RC-2.0*SLABTH*4.)*RC)
 
D0 300 K=1,2
 
fC:l 0O
 
00( 190 j=.,aoo
 
THErA=(P1/2.0)/ I.0+(Q/QMAX))
 
NI=INI(N)

C 
C COMPIITING TPCE AND RPC 
C 
C(IUN T= 
EPSI=f.0Ol
 
TPCT=TC
 
LASTI=TC
 
4 F±FIINCA(IPCI)
 
IF(F)S,?0,7
 
5 Ft=F
 
VPITIPCI
 
6 TPCIzIPCI+0.5
 
F F INCA(( PCI)
 
IF(F)6,20,10
 
7 F2=F
 
TP?=TPCI
 
8 TPCT:TPCI+0.S
 
F=FIJNCA(TPCI)
 
IF(F)9,20,8
 
9 	 FI=F
 
TPI:TPCTI
 
GO T(l 11
 
10 F?=F
 
IP2=IPCI
 
GO TOf 13
 
13 TP3=(TP1*F2-IP2AFI)/(F2-F1)
 
F3=F UNCA(TP3)
 
ZA=AKS(LASTT-TP3)
 
LASTI=TPi
 
JF(iA-EPSI )?1,aI,14
 
1I4 	 TPI IP2
 
TP2=rP3
 
FI=Fc)
 
F?=F3
 
COINT=Co(JNT+t
 
7 PROGRAM MAIN 711/7J OPT=1 	 FTN 4.4+R40 

GO TO 13
 
20 IRITE(b,1030)IPCI
 
1030 FORMAT(T30,"TPCT =",138,F7.2,T90,"DOUSTFUL")
 
GO TO 3o
 
21 	 IPCI=TP3
 
IF(GATE.NE.O.O)GO TO 30
 
WRITF(6,104O)TPCI,COIJNT,F3
 
1040 FORMAT(T30,f'IPCT =",138,F7.2,TSO,"COUNT =",TS, TST65,"F =",T69,
 
CF6.3)
 
NRITE(6,22??)
 
30 IAV=(TPCI+TC)/2.0
 
RPC:Ai.OG(R/RR)/(?.0*P[*(AI*TAV*TAV+A2*TAVtA3)*LCD*(O/QMAx))

C
 
C COMPUTING IV AND RWC
 
C
 
PStJ=M0.0
 
)O IfOT=I ,NI
 
FT=FLOAT(I)

TFRM=ALn(;((RB-(FI-1.0)*4.0*RF-(FI-1.O)*RETA)/(RB-4.0 FI*PF-(FT-1)
 
C*RETA))
 
PSUMTERM+PSIIN
 
40 OnNTTNUF
 
StlMA=PSIIM
 
PS H:=0.
 
NHINI-I
 
On)QaT=INll
 
FT=FLOAT(1)
 
TER=ALnG(R-/I.O*FT*RF-(FI-1.0)*RETA)/4RR-4.O*FI*RF-FI*REIAI)
 
PS1 H TERm+PSl
 
42 	 CnNTINUE
 
5IJMHP 5lJM
 
IF(NMI.EO.O)SIIMP:0.0
 
C
 
C ITEPATIVE SOLUITriN BY LINEAR INTERPOLATION METinD
 
C
 
50 TV=rPCI
 
EPS2=0.001
 
I1 TAV=(TV+TPCT)/2.0
 
5? F:FIJNCR(1V,TAV)
 
IF(F)60, O,70
 
h0 FI=F
 
TVXI=TV,
 
hi 	 IV:TV+S.O
 
TAVZ(TV+TPCI)/2.0
 
F=FIINCP (TV, TAV)
 
IF(F) i1,90,63
 
61 F2:F
 
IV?=IV
 
GO TO IQ
 
69 	 F:F
 
TV2=IV
 
JVZIV+.()
 
TAV=(TV+TPCI)/2.O
 
F:FINCR(I V,TAV)
 
IF(F)71,90,70
 
71 FI:F
 
TVXtITV
 
/0 
7 PRnGRAM MAIN 111/74 1PI=I 	 FTN /.4I+RnLOI 
7q 	 LOUNI=0 
A' 	 1V3=(VX1F2-TV?*Fl)/(F?-FI )
 
TAV=(TV3+rPCI)/?.0
 
COJN T=COIjNT+ I 
ZB:ABS(TV3-TV2)
 
IF(7b.LF.EPS2)GO TO 91 
F3,=FUNCB(TV3,TAV)
 
FIzF2
 
TVX I=TV?
 
FP=F3 
tV2:TV3
 
Go TO AO
 
90 WRITE(6,20 0l) VCOUNr
 
2010 	 FORMAT(rbO,"TV =",T55,FA.?,Tb9,"COUNT ",T73,IS, TA5,"DOURTFIIL"1 
q I 	 TV=TVI
 
IF(GAT.NE.O.0)rO TO ')5
 
wRIE(60,?Ooo)IV,COIJNV,F3 
2000 FORMAT(T 0,"TV =",r35,FR.?,T50,"COnjNT =",Ti,TShT,5,"F =",9h, 
CF6.3)

,WRITF (b,?222)
 
95 CON I TNIJE 
NWC=(1 I./(2.O*PT*KvTAV)*LCo*Il/MAX)*SIMA t 1.O/(?.O*Pi*k (IAV)*L" 
CI)*(I/(JMAY) I * SUJMH 
C 
C - AT EVAPF)RATOR --- CflMPIITATION OF TPEI AND RWE 
C 
FPE1=TV
 
TAV=(IPETIV)/2.fl
 
F=F IJN'C f rPF I,TAV)
 
IF (F) I(()1, 125, 111
 
100 TPIZ1PFI
 
F I=F
 
102 rPErI=TPFI+.O
 
TAV=(TPEI+TV)/2.0
 
F=FIINCC (PE T,IAV)
 
IF (F-Itu?, 1 , 105
 
inS 	 rPP=lPEI
 
F 2=F
 
GO TO 120
 
1113 IPP=TPF I
 
F?=F
 
116 TPET:TPFI+L,.O
 
IAV=I-PEI+[V)/P.O
 
F=FIIN('C (IPEI,TAV)

IF(F) 1 lb, 1,as, 1iq
 
119 	 IPIIPEI
 
FI=F 
120 	 COJN 1=0 
FPS3= o 00
 
121 [P3=(TPI*F?-IP**F 1)/(F2-F I)
 
C'IIINT=COIJNT+ 1
 
IAV=(TP-i+TV)/?.0
 
/C=AHS(TP3-TP2)
 
IF(7L.LE.EPS)(;O TO I21
 
Fi:FII;NCC ( TP3, TAV)
 
F1 =Fd. 
[P1=1P2 
pAGE 19 Pool 
7 PPOIRAM MAIN 113/711 IIPT=I 	 FTN Q.4+RLO1 
F?=F3
 
TP2=TP3
 
GO TO 1.)1 
125 	 wRTTE (6, 2080) TPIF,COUNT
 
2080 FORMAT(T0,"TPET =",T137,F.2,T67,"COUNT =',T75,1'T,, TR5,"DOtIITFIIL").
 
1I l IF(GATE.NE.0.O)Q)O TO 130
 
126 vRRITE(b,2Oqf) "P3,COIJNTF i
 
2090 FfORMAT(T30,"TPEI1',137,FS.2,TSO,"CLINI ",TS8,T5,T64,"F ",T6,t ,
 
CF6.3) 
WRITE(6,22??) 
130 	 TPET=TP3
 
RWE--(PI/(2.*THETA)I*C(1./ O*PI*LE))*(SUMA/KW(IAV)+SIMR/KL(TAV
 
C
 
C 
C 	 COMPUT AT ION (iF TI- AND RPE 
C 
IF=TPFI
 
F=FIINCO( IF) 
[F(F) 150, lMo, 165
 
150 TEI=TE
 
Fl=F 
ISI 	 TE=T-+1.0
 
F=FUNCD ( IE)
 
EF(F)151,181,15;r
 
13 TFd=TF
 
F2=F
 
GO1 TAi 	 170 
16'~) F2=I 
166 F=IE+1.0
 
F=FIiNCD( IF) 
IF(F) 168, 181, 166
 
168 IFI~rE
 
FI=F 
170 	 C=O
 
EPS4=0,001 
171 	 TFB=(TE I*F,-TFr'*) )/(F?-F )
 
C=1T+I
 
/1=ABS(1h3-TF2)
 
IF(ZC.I F.FPS41$(,1 ill tO
 
F3:FIJNCI( TE U,}
 
Fl:F2
 
F=F?
 
IFr-)=Tf
 
GO (I1 171
 
190 	 IF=TE3
 
F=F 3
 
tF(GATE.NE.0.f))G0 Il I3 
181 WRITF(6,i030)TE,F,CT 
30-0 FORMAT(U$O,"TE =",F.2,Ta5,"F =",T'I6,FIO.3,TbO,"CT :",165,15) 
183 TAV=(TF+TPEI I/2.0 
RPE= (P1/t?.O*THFTAfI*AIGI(RA/RR)/(2.0*PT*LE*sF(TAV))
 
C
 
C CIMPIIAIION OF ENTFRFACIAL RESISTANCF 
C HF;=/7s,1e*(-*.134F-11*TV**e0 i-ngO4E-*iV**5*- .a 11qF-6* 
7 PROGRAM MAIN 74/711 
 nPT=l FIN 4.4+R401 

CTV**4.0-1.01235E-I*TV*k3.0+2.61594E-I*TV*TV-2.40246E+I*TV+A.99614 
CF*+?) 
PV=1.71041E-6*IV**5.0-1.2090IF-3*TV**4.0+3.71275E-I*TV**3.0 
C-5.7096RF+1*TV*TV+4.?8513E+3*TV-1.25125E+5 
LCA=LCD*(4/QMAX 
C 
C 
C 
IINTTS OF PIC AS COMPUTE0 HERF ARE (SFC R LRF FT) 
RTC=14.406*TV**2.5/(RC*iCA*PV*HFG*iiFCI 
RIE=(Pt/(, .O*THETA))*RIC*LCA/LE 
C 
C COMPOrATION OF VAPOR RESISTANCE 
c UNITS ARE (SEC R / LRF FT 
C 
LEFF=3.0-LE/2.0-LCD*(4/(2.0*QMAX) 
,MtIV=8.1,991E-21*TV**7.0-6.5591AE-IA*TV**6.0+1.70105E-15*TV**5.()-s. 
COAb3iF-14*]V**14.0-14.,>7309E-11*TV**i.n+9.90377E-9*TV*IV-6.q4OO7F-7 
C*TV+1 q997 IF -L, 
ROV=1.39324F-13*TV**7.0-1.042125E-10*TV**6.0+?.638136F-A*TV**t).O 
(:-1.11101SE-6*TV**/I.t)-6.78395F.-II*TV**3.0+1.385iii9E-I*TV*TV-1.()76?8 
rS327E-6*TV**4.0+2.974QE-3*TV**3.0-5.99592F-I*TV*TV+4.5/i/iCF+l*TV-i 
C.2laS9E+3 
RV=8.0*M IVAIF.FF*TV*(1.0/R()V-I.O/ROL)/(PT*RDV*fiFr*HFC*RCiiD**/i.0) 
C 
c HNIT ('E)rJVFRS[n.N 
c 
RVSJ=SI*RV 
RTEST=Sl*RTF 
RJCSl=%l QIc 
S?=I.Bq 7 
RPCSI=S?*RPC 
dpFST=s2*RPE 
RwCSI=Sp*Rwc 
RWESl=Sp*RWF 
S =0.5956 
TrST=S3*IC 
IP(-TST=SS*IPLI 
TVST=35*TV 
TPETST=q3*tPFT 
TEST=83*IF 
ljSI=O*().,)93r) 
RTI)T=RPFSJ+RWESI+RTEST+RVSI+RTCST+RWCSI+RPCST 
slj= 04.8 
XRTOT=(TESI-TCSI)/QST 
I)FST=S4*DF 
RFST=34*RF 
BFTAST=So*HFTA 
RAST=S4*RA 
NTSI=S4*WT 
DEL7AT=T SI-fCSI 
c 
c WRITING AND SETTING UP ARRAYS 
c 
IF(K.NE.I)GO TO 185 
REPRODUCIBILffy oF THE
 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOP.
 
7 PROGRAM MAIN 7L/ 74 
TVI (J1:1/St 
PT I(.J):RTOT 
NWE1 (i)=RWESIl
 
NWC1 (J)=RWCSI
 
Gfl TO 	 18A 
185 	 IF(K.NE.11)GO 

lvii (J)=TVSI
 
PRll (J):RTOT
 
RWE1 I(.J)=RwFfSI
 
RWCII(J)=PWCSI
 
GO IT) 18A 
OPtf:1 	 FIN ' 11t+P401 
10 187
 
187 IFCKAJE.5)GOi T0 188 
IVS (.)=1VSI
 
P T S C3 1RTu I 
N P F 9(J)=P ES I
 
RwE9CJ)=wwEST 
RI ES(3J)=R IFS 
CiJ)=RSVS I 
RICS;(.)=RTCSI 
RwG (j) :RWCS I
 
R PC 9(3): pc sl
 
288 	 CONT II'UE 
AYVV(J I 1VST
 
AYDT (.I):DLLTAI 
AYRTOI 	(.I)=RT(II
 
AYRPFi(,I)PESI
 
AYR WE (3 )=RWES I 
AYI(J)P[FFSI 
A YNV (.) NVS I 
AVP 1(J) zN fCS]l 
AYVPWC (J) 5wC5 I 
AY,4PC(,J)=RPC.SI 
A V IC C.1)=: 1 S I 
GAIE=1 *0 
IC=C1+ IC INC 
too CONTINUE 
NPIIE(6,33i3) 
333 FORMA1(1H1) 
JP1 T E( 6, 6063S) 
60634 FORMAT (T?0, "INITS 
C/,wA1I",TTq,"HFAI 
NPIIE(t,,7777) 
WRI IF(6, 7777) 
NRITE(6, (777) 
WRITE(b, /777) 
7777 FOPMAT(IHA) 
NRITE (b,50%))
 
--- ",T65,"*TEMPERATUJRE K",TSS3,"RESISIANF ~K 
TRANSFER RATE -- WAITS")
 
5009 FORMAT (T',,"r', T2?),"tv",T?%,"DFLT4T",TI3R,"Rrfl1",T4q. "WE".161), 
G"PWF", 171 , "PIE", T8?, "PV", 193, "PIC", TI104, "RwC" 11t19, ''P", ,TI 26, "IC", 
Onf 200 J:1,200,6
 
nPITE(b,S00)0)AYO(.j),AYTV(jf),AYIT(J),AVRTOI(.A),AYRPE(J),AYPWF(J),AY
 
CRTE(J),AYV(J),AY10.(JT),AVNWC(J),ARPC(J),AYC(.)
 
5000 FORMAT(T2,F6.2,T20,F6.2,128,F6.,, 39,EIO.A,T16,EIO.a[,T7,EO.I,
 
Ct68,E1O.4,T7Q,El).t4,T9O),EI0.4,lI01,FjO.4,Tjl2,E'10.ts,Tle3,FR.?)
 
PROGRAM MAIN 74/714 OPT:1 FTN 14.4+R401
 
200 CONTINUF
 
C 
C PLOTTING DT .VS. TV AT CONSTANT 0
 
C
 
IF(K.NE.I)GO 10 510
 
CALL SCALE(AYTVh.O,?0o,+It
 
FVIV=AYIV(201 )
 
I)VTV=AYTV(20?)
 
AYOT(201)=O.O
 
CALL SCALF(AYDIT,7.0,201( +I)
 
FVI)T:AYPT(202)
 
i)VOT±AYDT (203)
 
CALL AXTS(0.0,O.O,17HVAPOR TEMPERAT[IRE,-17,6.0,n.0,FVTV,I)VTV)
 
CALL AXTS(O.o,o.o, 7HDELTA T,+7,7.0,QO.o,FVDTr)VnT)
 
510 CUNT INUF 
AYV(?0l =FVIV
 
AYTV(?O2)=IVTV
 
AYDT(201):FVDT
 
AYDT(20?) :DV )T
 
CALL LINE(AYTV,AYDT,200,I,+S0,SYM)
 
SY1=SyMt I
 
S0O CONT [NIE
 
CALL PLnT (XP,0.O,-S) 
C ARRAY 4S
 
C PLOITNG RTOT,RWF,RWC, VS. TV
 
C
 
CALL SCALE(TVS,6.O,20, I)
 
FVIV=TV5(2o)
 
.)VTV=TVS(202)
 
NT(201)=0.O
 
CALL SCALF(RT%, 7.0,?01 ,1)
 
FVR=RTS(202)
 
I)VR:NI 5(2I3) 
RTS(201)=FVP
 
RT.5(I?OP)=i VP 
CALl AXTS(O.0,9.(,I7HVAPUR TEMPFRAIRE,-17,6.0,0.o,FVTV,nVIV)
 
CALL AXTS(O.0,O.0,IIITIIERMAL RESISIANCEt8,71.(,90.OFVRDVR)
SYM=I 
CALL I-JNE(f[VS,RT',?0O,I,+50,SYM)

SyM=SYM+I
 
RPJES(?OI )=FVR 
RwE5(2t}?)=IVq

RwCS(?01)=FVR
 
RWCS(202):DVR
 
CALL LINE(TVh,RWE9,?U0,I,450,SYM)
 
SYM:SYM+
 
CALL I.TNE(TV.,RWCs,2o,I,+90,SYM)
 
C
 
C PLOTTING RPE,RPC, VS. TV
 
C
 
SYiSYM+I 
CALL PL(I (XP,0.0,-i)
 
IF(RPE9([),.GT.RPCS(1))610,61b
 
blO RPF5(201):O.O
 
CALL SCALE(RPF5,7.0,2e01,)
 
FVR=RPFS(?0?)
 
PROGRAM MAIN 77'/PL il'l--I 	 FTN f.4+R401 
DVR-HPES;(?0")
 
GO To 18
 
61b, RPC5(201)=o.o
 
CALL SCALF(RPC,l.0,?01,1)
 
FV R=RPC S ( 202)
 
OVR=RPC5 (203)
 
618 	 CONTINUF 
RPE5 (P01) =FVR 
RPE5 (202) =)DVR 
RPCS(?0I )=FVN 
RPCS(20?) =DVR 
(ALL AXIS(0.0,0O.0,17HVAPR IENPEMRATIIPF., -17,A. 0,0.OFVTV,PViV)
 
CALL AXTS(0.0,., Is'4THEMA PESISIANCE,-I8,7.0,90.0,FVRI)VR)
 
CALl L NIE( IVS,NPF5,?00,+ I,+9(,SYM)
 
SYM-SYM l
 
CALL LINE(I VS,9PC5,?00, +1 , +%0, SYM)

C 
C PLOTTTN9 RIL,NTC VS. TV
 
S Y'-1= S Y "ItI 
CALL PLflfP,.0,-)
fF(PTF%( I )GI *RTCr(1) )650,655 
690 	 RIES(2OI)=0.0 
CALL SLAIFtPIFS,7.0,201,1) 
FVP:RIFIF 202)
 
i)VR 4_-	 F rI ( ?0 1) 
GO TO 	6Si
 
b55 IC5(?(O )=o.0
CALL SCAt F(RICt 
)VRR'ICS (2O0)
 
W) CV,0 -NI 'tIF / ,g'jq 	 CONT rI lIE 
HI Eci(?0t )1 ?VP 
ITFS(A 0 P) JVR 
RIC5(?01 )rFVN 
P IfS 2Po?) = DV P 
,,7.),?0l , 1) 
CALL AXf5(04.,0.0, I7HVAPOP TFMPEATIIPF,-17,6.0,0.0,FVV,DVTVI 
CALL AXTS(0 .0,0.0, 1RHTHERMAJ RfSISTANCE,i 18, 1. , .0,FVR,IlVq) 
CALL I INE( IV,NIF',,200,1,t50,SYM) 
SYM=SyM 1
 
CALl LINE(TV,RT.5.,2?00,1,Sf),SYM) 
C 
C PLOTITNG PV VS. TV 
C 
SYM=SyM+ I
 
CAlI Pil1XP,0.0,-3)
 
CALL SCALF (RVS, 7.0,200,41)
 
FVRNRV%(201 )
 
D)V Pr V" ( 20?)
 
CALL AXTS(0.0,0.0,17I4VAPOR TLMPEPATLPF,-17,6.0,0.(0,FVTV,DVTV)
 
CALL AXTS(0.O,0.0, IRHTHERMAL RFSISTANCF,+l8,7.01,90.0,FVR,DVR)
 
CALl LIHE(IVSRV ,200, 1,0,0) 
C 	 ARRAYS a 1
 
C 
C RTIIT, WF, PwC 
C 
SyM±SYM+ I
 
R RODUOIB]LITY OF THE
 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
 
PROGRAM MATN 7/1/7/ OP7T= FTN 4.4+R401 
CALL PLfT(XP,0.0,-3) 
CALL SCALF(TVI,6.0,200,+f) 
FVTV=TVI (201) 
I)VTV=TV1 (202) 
NTI(21l )=0.o 
CALL SCALE(R I,7.0,201,1) 
FVR=RI 1(202) 
OVR=RTI (203) 
RT(201)=FVR 
RT 1(?OX)=IVP 
RWF (201 )=FVR 
RWF1 (?02) =IVR 
W:l (201)=FVR 
RNCI (202O=DVR 
CALL AXIS(0.0,0.0,I7HVAPOR TEMPFRATIIRF,-17,.O,O.0,FVtV,I)VTVI 
CALl AXTS(O.0,0.O, IRITHERMAL RESISTANCE,+18,7.0,90.0,FVQ,DVRI 
CALL LINF(IVI,RTI,?00, I,t50,SYM) 
SYM:SY"It I 
CALL LI.NEr(IVI,R'K;EI ,200,1, 50,SYM) 
SYN=SYM+ 
C 
CAIL LINEr IVl,IWCI,?0O, |,+50,SYM) 
C ARRAYS n II 
C 
L WI G! ,PF , RNWC 
C 
SYM:SYM+ I 
CATl PImOI(XP, 0.0,-3) 
CALl SCALF(TVI 1,6.0,?001,+1) 
FVIV=7V1I(anl) 
oVTVZIVII ( 02) 
RTII(21)I)=0.O 
CALL SCALF(RI 1,7.0,201,I) 
f-VR=RTII (2)?) 
DVI±Rr1 (?20) 
RTII (2o1)=FVR 
Rfll?(O2)DVP 
R-WE 1 (201 ):FVR 
RWEI I(202=!)VP 
RWC11(201)=FVP 
RWCI (202)=VR 
CALl AXTS(O.U,0.O,IMHIHERMAL RESISTANCE,+18,7.0,9O.0,FVR,DVR) 
CALL AXIS(0.0,O., I1,IIVAPOP TEMPFRAIURE,-17,,.0,0.O,FVTV,"VTV) 
CAl I L!NF(TV1 1 ,PI I ,200, 1,+50,SYM) 
SYM=,S V ]4-
CALL LINE (IVI ,R"SFI 1,200, 1,. cioSYN) 
SYMrSYM+ l 
CALL LINE-(OVI I,RWC1 1,200, ,+5O,SYM) 
CALL PI (T(XP,O.O,-3) 
4101) CONTINUF 
CALL PLOT(I( 0, 1.0,Q99) 
?? FORMAT(IH 
9q STMII 
FIll 
